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DEFENDER

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1971

In this pew
—
Annual Women's Day will be observed at New
13ethel Missionary Baptist Church, 2215 Stovall. at
p.m.. Sunday. Oct. 17.
7 The theme of the program will be "Following The
'Call of Christ," and the song, "I'll Go," has been selected to exemplify the idea.

A member of Pilgrim Baptist for many years, the
celebration for Mrs. Warford, will start 7:30 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 17.

The United Singing Union, a group composed of
many different churches, under the direction of Mr.
R. Royston, cited Mrs. Warford for her 18 years as
Mrs. Nellie B. Rogers, from Grace Baptist Church booking agent for Pilgrim Baptist.
will be the guest speaker, with members of the Phi
The evening program is highlighted with solos by
Rho Sigma Medical Fraternity and the True Vine
several choir members, as well as the United Singing
31.B.C. of Helena. Ark., as guests.
Union Choir, the Pilgrim Choir United Chorus, the
Mrs. Lillie Evans will preside as chairwoman, Veteran Jubilee, the Brewsteraires and the Henderson
and Mrs. G. G. Brown is co-chairwoman, with Rev. Ensemble.
G. G. Brown as pastor of New Bethel.
After King and Queen runner-up activities, selections by Christian Spring. Mt. Pleasant Choir, a serPILGRIM BAPTIST CITES 18TH YEAR
mon by Rev. T. M. Henderson, and closing remarks
The Pilgrim Baptist Church, 2d and Looney has by Dr. W. H. T. Brewster, pastor of Pilgrim Baptist
planned a full program honoring Mrs. Lillian Warford are planned.
for her 18 years service to the United Singing Union.
Mrs. Ophelia Smith will serve as Mistress of
Making plans for founders' Day celebrations at Christian Church, on Mississippi
Ceremonies. Special guests include the Variety Club,
Blvd. are (front 1-r) Mrs. Amble Brown,
Pastor's Aid Club and the Willing Workers Club of
Mrs. Ann Weathers (general chairman) and
Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church.
Mrs. Cornelia Mims (co-chairman(. StandMrs. Mary Davis. Will Rogers and Hosea Bell
ing in rear are (1.r) Mr. L.H. Jackson,
The Tri-State Defender seek'- all ne%s from church
formed
the
finance
committee
,
with
Andrew
Kelley
organizations wishing publicus lor their sarious
and Mrs. Willie Stewart on the publicity committee.
social functions It shall not be the polies of this
• • •
paper in us a charge on indisiduals or groups
MACEDONIA LADIES DAY
seeking publication for such publicity Our reMacedonia M. B. C. will hold their annual Women's
quest is that news be typed double-spaced whenever
Day celebration Sunday, Oct. 17 at the church, 209
possible as handwriting is occasionally illegible.
Perry.
and that copy be submitted by Thursday of each
week for the next edition. Pictures of individuals
Mrs. Rosie Coleman. cor-chairwoman of the event
said the, day long celebration with Mrs. Evelyn Webb
or .small groups are welcomed also at no charge
and will be used at the earliest convenience. We
as the morning speaker, and Mrs. Auston as the evecannot guarantee publication or return of any copy
ning orator, is open to all who wish to hear these
His Eminence Bishop S.
or pictures, but we will try to serve you .. . the
wonderful speakers.
McDowell Shelton arrived in
community
Mrs. Corine Mallory is chairlady, with Rev W. C. Switzerland recently on the
Ingram as pastor.
invitation of several leaT.1 -

Attention Churches

Mrs. Cenett a Quail's, Eldridge Williams
(program chairman) Mrs. Aline Lowe and
Albert Brown. several churches are expected to participate in the Oct. 31 celebration
which starts at 11:01) a.m.

Shelton
tours
Europe
UN organizations, headquar
tered in Geneva.

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH
MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY
DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

1620 MADISON

EAST

5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL)
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
fresh round

Prices In the ad effective noon. Oct. 1.3'h midnight
thrt:
Oct. 2001. We reserve the right to Whit Quantities, None
sold to dealer

HAMBURGER

OCEAN SPRAY

31b. pkg. or more

CRANBERRY SAUCE is oz.
Strained or Who'e

• FRED MONTESI Sandwich

BREAD
24-01 LOAF

22*3-LIMIT

HAWAIIAN REGULAR RED

DRINK
TOMATO SAUCE
8*

STOKELY'S

6 LIMIT

FINEST

TOMATO JUICE

asoz. 27*

294C

5LB. BAG

29¢

49*

180Z.

Cubed
Steaks
1 -LB. $1.19
FRESH Pork
Chops
FIRST CUT LB. 49*
CENTER CUT LI3.77*

2-LIMIT

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

CHOICE

HONEYSUCKLE

MEAL WHITE CORN MEAL MIX

25$
smUCKERS

18 OZ,

Lb.15$

center cut Lb.

27*

46 OZ, CAN
2-LIMIT
SACRAMENTO
B OZ. CAN

SALT
MEAT
first cut

2/590

BLUE
B.B.Q.uEiALAUCE

CENTER CUT CHUCK OR
SHOULDER CLOD U.S.D.A
HEAVY

DEL MONTF

CATSUP
26-oz.43
COLLEGE INN WITH CHICKEN

EGG DUMPLING
15 OZ

31.00

Following a couriest visit
with Mr. Donze, Pres.aent
the Canton (State) of Geneva
and Mayor Buensod, The
Bishop conferred with Mr A.
Tevoedjre, General Manager
of the International Labor
Organization. His Eminence
Bishop Shelton discussed at
length the urgent matters to.'
voicing help and assistance
for the migrant workers. His
Emine'nee expressed his concern for the underprivileged
large groups of
migrant
workers 'n the United States
in particular and discussed
the ways and means of allev.ating the burdens acid
the plight of these people.

Taste the best of America.
Say Seagram's and Be Sure.

Dr. Bellerive. a native of
Haiti and one of thi directors
of The World
Organizatiop reported to The Bishop
on the cur fent tasks of this
important UN body. His
Eminence
p r o mised
his
Church's cooperab:in in loping with several problems
confronting thg World Healt:s
Organization.
The plight of the Palestinian refugee's was one of Bishop Shelton's major preoccupations and Mr. Warren A.
Pinegar of the UN fifgh Commissioner's Office for Refugees, exchanged views and
consulted with His Eminence
on the immediate problems,
confronting the refugee camp
in the Near East. Also present, Mr. Ralph Owren of the
UN Relief Organization for
the Palestinian Refugees.
His Eminence assured full
cooperation of The Church of
the Lord Jesus Christ of the
Apostolic Faith- and its five
million
mem:bers in the
U. S., Europe, Africa and
India.

8111841 DISTILLERS CO., N.Y.C. ALENEO WHISKEY.86 Pitadf.657; GRAIN NEUTIAL SPIRITS.

VLASIC KOSHER SEARS

Beef 88*

11 OZS. Roast
DETERG
ENT OR MORE
1.89
VIII

lb
I

OG CABIN

SYRUP
12-0239*

BLUE PLATE

MAYONNAISE QT.594p
Fred Montesi

Pure Pork
Sausage
2 Lb Bag

79¢

MAXWELL
HOUSE
OR

25*
1-LB. BAG 15

1 LB. CAN

62* OFF 8-02. OR

LARGER
INSTANT FREEZE DRIED

With coupon and 85.00 additional Ms
,
chase, •acluclIng vatsze of coupon merchandise (Fresh milk products, antl-ireeze. Turkeys and tobacco also creluded In compli.
once with state law.) Coupon tsp..
Wednesday noon, Oct. 2011,
One Coupon Per Family PP Week

APPLIANCE
L. L **TUN

R. 0. KIPIKU

•3431 SUMMER
•5237 POPLAR
•3111 THOMAS(NWT. 51 N.)
•2374 LAMAR
•4255 NWT. 51 SOUTH

324-440‘
612-1641
351-4515
743-5370
396-01015

ALL FRIOIPANN APPLIANCES CARRY S YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

Frigidaire!
Flow;ng Heat

DRYER
Ftigidaire!
hi Action Litt

S'
Ito 160.4 I II* r. If.

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154.1b. size freezer

$29995

Nedol Disetite

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
•Slanted top design lowes
front opening, makes loading
a snap • Super-Surse washing attion—needs little or no
pre-rinsing N 4 CNINK—in•
ducting Plate Warmer.

$15995

Model WAS

WASHER

'199"

Frigidaire Range Natant lifft.
oft door, big storage drawer

by el ke's
Cowries( hi Mu
Closed Sunday

$18995
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Emotions tour while recording for Stax
Stax production facility
week
was very busy last
with
various entertainesr
cutting singles and albums.
But most of the male atttenthree
tion was drawn to
beautiful young ladies who
hail from the "Windy City."
Known as the Emotions,
these young ladies deserved
attention
every bit of the
they got. Besides extremely
good looking, they are, also
very talented.

son and Theresa Davis are
charming, intelligent, down
to earth and soulful.

and
rehearsals
Though
cutting take up much of
their time, the Emotion.... did
get to see some of Memphis.
They were worried about the
reaction of their manager,
Pervis Staple, who gets very
upset when they miss one
rehearsal.

stated, "Daddy
Wanda
doesn't want us to be established as a certain kind of
group that sings certain
kinds of things.
Miss Parker says about
their style, "perhaps the
name Emotions connotates
their unique style. Emotions
variable. They
are
can
be sad, happy, moody, angry, violent, sassy, etc."
Daddy Hutchinzon. ( who
is also a noted guitarist) is
the catalyst in this two-sister- and a cousin act. He
has continued to paramount
their success by continually
giving them parental musical guidance.
"It's Daddy's life time ambition that we become the
best" Sheila emphasizes.
"He wanted to get us interested in music and he
did." Wanda adds.
Hutchins-on said, "I tried
to be t ruthful and honest
with my daughters and I
hope t hey will reflect this
same truth and honesty in

Deanie Parker Stax Public Relations director, decided the Emotions needed
a little breathing time, so
she took them to see the
Zoo.
The only problem was how
to explain to Pervis that they
were hanging around the
monkey cage at Overton
Park Zoo with Deanie Parker.
Staple said, "I was mad
at first but when I found
the Emotions were with
Deanie Parker I calmed
down."
What about the personality
of the three young ladies
who captivated Stax? Sheila
Hutchinson, Wanda Hutchin-

THE EMOTIONS

"Our style is mostly doing
harmony. It's more of a
class t h i ng," comments
Wanda, "and we use more
variety in singing."
Their father, (Daddy) Joseph Hutchinson and their
manager agree the Emotions
can sing anything, and sing
it well.

dealing with the world."
The Emotions aren't just
songstresses who were born
with a talent for ssrsging. Joe
Hutchinson saw to it that
they developed their talents
to its zenith by giVing them
a concrete knowledge of music.

"Their seriousness
and
knowledge of music are not
only shown i n their voices
hut the talents that branched
from their father's classes.
All three are songwriters.
Theresa wrote "Welcome
Home" and Sheila (who
wants to become a fullfledged writer and arranger
one day) wrote "Go Away,
Don't Touch Me." Wanda
prepares leadsheets and has
created her own secret system of songwriting and composing. Also, Theresa, (the
quiet one) is the choreographer for the group.
Of their manager, Sheila
says. "Perv's all fun when
it's time for fun, but he's
also all business when it's
time for business."
The music business has always been a family business
with the group.
The group was originally
comprised of three sisters —
Sheila. Wanda, and an older

During their visit they got
involved in a bit of politics.
They were honored at a reMrs.
by
g i ven
ception
Maxine Smith, secretary of
Memphis' NAACP, and Attorney Walter Bailey, J7.,
at the Peyton Place Supper
Club. Both Mrs. Smith and
Bailey won the elections in
which they were involved.
Master of ceremonies for
the occasion was the Honor-

C.

able Judge Otis Higgs,
"Black people all over
the world should be particularly proud of the Staple
Singers and their c ontribution to music, the only heritage we can truly claim
as our own." Higgs stated.
"For years the Staple
Singers served as an inspiration. to a people who
have long been burdened
with the trials of oppression
in their fight for equality
and recognition," Higgs continued.
The Staple Singers are

noted for their down to
earth ph ii osophic songs
themes
that
depict the
"Peace love, and freedom,"
usually in a gospel-folk
style.
The group consisting of
three sisters (Yvonne. Cleo
and Mavis) and their father
(Roebuck "Pops"), has continually made exclusive
tours throughout Europe,
Asia and Africa. The family
team also appeared in the
-Soul To Soul" movie that
was recently released

During t he Peyton Place
ceremony, the Staple Singers
sang "When Will We Be
Continued from page 8
Paid For The Work We've
'Five in the Windy City
Done" and "Everything Is
Have you read Dr. Juanita Williamson's article, "A Look
Going To Be All Right."
At Black English" in the latest issue of the Crisis Magazine?
Dr. Williamson teaches English at LeMoyne-Owen College,
Dr. Vasco Smith (standFr, James Lyke, pastor of St. Thomas Catholic Church ating in for wife. Maxine) and tended the National Black Clergy
Caucus kn Detroit recently
Bailey presented a "Plaque As a part of the Black Awareness program in line with th,
thrust
of
the
church
supporting
bIa,k endeavors he encour
of Appreciation" to the
group. Miss Deanie Parker, aged his parishioners to attend Black Expo in Chicago, a face•
of SCLC's Operation Breadbasket program.
director of public relations
Bishop Harold Perry, the only black Catholic Bishop is the
for Stax, also presented a U. S. will celebrate the 11 o'clock Mass at St. Thomas
Decent
gift to the group from the ber 19. He will be honored with a reception immediately ft,.
Stax family.
lowing the Mass at Fr. Bertrand's Gym.

CONTEMPORA

from SEARS
by
Villa Jones
/teeeuories for Fall, like ready-to-wear, take two general dire,
tions "Civilized" and "Savage." First and more important is if,
"Civilized" trend to simpler, un-costumey and softly-classic looks•
-but these are not to be interpreted as just a replay of the oldtime basics. Second, the "Savage" which includes novelty and
whimsy fashions sometimes obviously for the very young, but
also done in elegant versions to add individuality and interest to ,
the new "Civilized" apparel. 'Throughout there is a noticeable,
absence of the ethnic fringes, gypsy, peasant and Indian novelties
of last year.
New Fall handbags continue to stress softness. Even when simple
and clAssic they do not revert to the rigid bags of the past. They're
soft, they're roomy, but smaller than last year's ... with shoulder
bags again leading the way on the sports scene. Suede is fashion
tops •- from fine grained to shag. Smooth leathers are important
complements to "Civilized" clothes along with crinkle patents and
vinyls. Hand-tooled leather is a new look, patchwork and canvas'
totes will be big fashion news, too. Look for the North/South
shape, (it's slimmer and deeper), lace trims, interesting and unusual
metal closures.
Belts are extremely important again. reins belts, low-slung in
sturdy leathers with heavy hardware bockles (newest in cooper)
and often grommet-trimmed, will be in big demand for the young
Jeans crowd. "Civilized" belts go to all widths, many are wide,
but there's a new trend to narrower waistline belts for dresses:
Buckles in general carry the fashion message: round, oblong,oval,
square, open or solid-from tailored styles to whimsical designs
such as animal heads and fruit motifs, to beautiful "jewelry look"
antiqued gold, ceramics and enamels. Soft leather, suede and cowhide are the most important materials and earth tones the most
popular colors.
Fall scarves focus on squares and longs with emphasis on new
polyester twills and chiffons. Patterns spell- out fall news in classic
prints (houndstooth,herringbone, argyles and striped plaids), twin
prints, paisleys, cross-stitch, hand-blocked • looks, Moroccan and
tile prints. Newsy and amusing -- "ecology" prints of animals,
birds, fruit, florals.
Shawls and stoles for cover-ups are a big fashion trend. Straight,
triangular, shaped -- in real and simulated hand-crochets, open
knits, challis prints, jerseys, plaids. Many are fringed, but with
shorter fringes than last year.
Choose your look "Civilized" or "Savage"-- or maybe a little of
both, and put all of Fall's fashion accessores to work for you!

LARGEST WIG STORE IN THE MID-SOUTH

GRAND OPENING
SALE

ItAt. SHIMS

NEWEST FASHIONS
* BEST QUALITY
DTP

(=mown\

five respectively — onjbe
Jerry Van Dyke Childsoals
Gospel TV Show.

FA SHION
FACTS

"When we were kids, we
had music classes every
day for about an hour and
a half," Sheila explains. "We
had to study music."

Staple Singers visit Memphis
The Staple Singers were in
town last week putting the
finishing touch on their soon
to be released album.

sister, Jeanette. The three
began singing together at
the ages of three- four and

* LOWEST PRICE

NATIONAL WIGS
85 South Main Street (901) 523-2958
Memphis, Tenn. 38103

Fashion
Coordinator
Sears Crosstown
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MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

aIL

WMC•TV
CHANNEL 6
8.55 TV Chanel
7.00 Today
7,25 Today Mid-South
7:30 Today Show
8 25 Today In Memphis
8,30 Today Show
9 00 Romper Room
9,30 Concentration
10 ,00 Sale Of Century
10:30 H'wood &Juane
11:00 Jeopardy
1110 Who. What or Where
12:00 On-Scene News
12 - 30 Three On A Match
1:00 Days Of Lives
1:30 Doctors
2,00 Another World
2.30 Bright Promise
3:00 Somerset
3'30 High Chaparral
4.30 Hazel
5 ,00 On.Scene News

II

alI

aIIU

9 HOROSCOPE
•
MOVIES

aIIIll

II
al IP

SUNDAY
OCT. 17
7.15 Television ChaP*I
7:20 Miss Game & Fish
7:30 The Lewis Family
825 Religious, New.
8:30 The Florida Boys
9:30 The Oils Mays Show
10'00 Magieland
10:30 °rambling Football
11 30 Spook Murphy
12 00 AFC Football
3 00 AFC Football
o 00 0 The Scene News
6.30 The Won. Wrld Die.
7 30 Jimmy Stewart
8 00 Bananas
9,00 The Bold Ones
1000 On.the-Scene New.
10:30 Face To Face
1130 Rollin'on the River
13.00 Final News at
Weather

EVENING
MONDAY
OCT. If
6 00 NBC Nightly News
6 30 Let's Make A DeM
7.00 Laugh-In
8.00 Monday Night Movie
10:00 News
10'90 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel

Staying, home tonight...how about a movie?
CHANNEL -7;i
Sunda y • -lootball
12:00 p.m. - AFC3:00 p.m. - AFO., Football
Monday.=
1 A
9:00 p. to. Dragon
Tuesday
7:30 p.m - All-Star-Circus
litednesdar7
730 p.m. - Mystery. Movie.
The Easy Sunda;:llurder
Case
7:00 p.m. - Flip-WiLsonSpecial Guest'
Friday

12:00 a.m. - Midnight Movie.
Malaya
Saturday
12:00 noon - Time Tunnel On..? Way to The Moon
2:00 p.m. - 7th Voyage of
Sinbad
8:00 p.m. - Colossus. The
Forbidden Project
10:30 p.m. - Anatomy of A
Murder
CHANNEL 3
(EM) • Early Movie .3:30
p. m.
1)11
bate Movie • 10:30
p. m.
Sunday

Keeps An Eye On Memphis

1-11 - A Ticklish Affair
Monday
EM- Paranoia
LNI - Gathering of Eagles
Tuesday
Ell - Master of Ballentre
Lll - Dark Corner
Wednesday
EM- Man Behind the Gun
LM - Secret Invasion
Thursday
EM - You Can't Cheat An

Honest Man
LII- Bell, Book and Candle
Friday
EM - Shadow Of The Cat
LNI - Stage Fright
Saturday'
EM - LoA in A Harem.
Tarzan ;and the Leopard
Woman
LM - Honky Took
Award Theatre - Bounty
Killer

NEW YORK -(UPI) North Dakota State's lead as
the No. 1 small college team
in the United Press Internstion Board Of Coaches
ratings poll is increaiing
agai n, but the Delawa.:e
Blue hens are making t he
most waves among the nation's elite 20 teams.

TRANSMISSION
SLIPPING
WANT PULL?

Billy Johnson
Owner

ThemobwalMed
Hadernbmic
rheygotRWIL.
i-Wid Over 2nd

James A. Shezrar
Mgr.

gee
RICHARD ROUNDTREE
MOSES GUNN
GWENN MITCHELL

HAPPY

8'30 Lancer
7 30 Chronolog
930 The D.A.
1000 On-The Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 Midnight Movie
1.30 News And Weather
135 TV Chapel
SATURDAY
OCT. 23

Plus
12: 50 4:15
2:40 6:10

7: 50
9:40

1070
560
1430
1340
790
680
1480
600
1380
DIAL
101.1
91.1
105.9
99.7

710
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FIFIGM uc
MIA ummaa
Emma OWN=
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MOW GUM OHM

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS

WMC7
404

1111110

11101110041001mbeeseasesaseaciaa

WKNO-TV
Channel 10
SUNDAY
OCT. 17
1 00 Toy That Grew Up
2 00 The Big Picture
2 .30 Days Of Awe
3:00 Navy Film Of The
Week
3:30 Insight
4,00 Olympiad
5- 00 Project 10
5:25 Brief
5:30 Performance
6:00 Cividsation
7:00 Firing Line
8,00 Masterpiece Theatre
9:00 Philadelphia Folk
Festival III
MONDAY
OCT. 18
2.45 Ripples
3.00 All Aboard
3.30 USA: The Novel
4.00 What's New
4 30 Sesame Street
5:30 Misterogers, Neighbor
6:00 The Turned Qn Crisis
7:00 Full Circle: 'Leon
Russell And Cat Stevens
8:30 Book Beat

WEDNESDAY
OCT. 10
6 00 I Love Lucy
6 30 To Tell The Truth
7.00 Carol Burnett Show
8.00 Medical Center
9:00 Mannln
10:00 Ten O'Clork News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
THURSDAY
OCT. YI
6.30 To Tell The Truth
7:00 Big Wheels
8 00 CBS Reports
10:00 Ten O'clock NMI
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
FRIDAY
OCT. 22
6,30 To Tell The Truth
7:00 The Chicago Teddy
Bears
7130 O'Hara U.S. Treasury
8:30 CBS Friday Night
Movie
10:00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Johnny Scott Show
12:30 News
12:35 Sign Off
SATURDAY
OCT. 23
6:30 Beaver
7:00 Bugs Bunny
7:30 Scooby Doo
8,00 Globetrotters
8,30 The Hair Bear Bunch
9:00 Pebbles And Barn Ham
0:30 Archie's
1000 Sabrina
10:30 The Pussycats
11.00 The Monkees
1130 You Are There
12:00 CBS Film Festival
1:00 Early Movie
2:30 Tarsan
4:00 Wild Kingdom
4:30 Perry Mason
5:30 News
8.00 Hee Haw
7:00 All In The Family
7,30 Funny Fact
8:00 Dick Van Dyke Show
8:30 Mary Tyler Moore
Show
9:00 Mission Impossible
10:00 Ten O'Clock New*
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Award Theatre
1:30. News And Weather
1:35 Sign Off

12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4 00
4 ,30
5:00

1
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......
..1••••
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.......
...........
...w..
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SUNDAY
OCT. 17
6 55 Black History
7:00 Science Action
7:30 Church
8:00 Southern Church
8,30 Christ I. AoSwilr
9:00 Herald Of Truth
9:30 Oral Roberts
10:00 Inelght
10:30 Sacred Heart
6:00 Lawrence Welk
10:45 Bellevue Bapt.
12:00 Pres. Conf.
12:30 Ole Miss Ftbl.
1:00 Wagon Train
2.30 Million 0 Movie
4:00 Sunday Showcase
7:00 The FBI
rice Moyle
10:00 'Your Life
10:30 Eyewitness News
11.00 College Ftbl '71
12'00 Issues And Answers

EVENING
510N DAY
OCT. III
6 00 Daniel Boone
7:00 Nanny et Prof
7.30 NCAA Preview
8:00 Pitteburg Steelers vs.
Kan. City Chiefs
10:45 Eyewitness News
11:00 Sports Challenge
11:30 Dick C•vett
1:00 Nightcap News
TUESDAY
OCT. 19
6:30 Mod Squad
7,30 Movie
9,00 Marcus Welby
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Wild Wild West
11:30 Dick Cavett
1 .00 Nightcap News
WEDNESDAY
OCT. 10
6 00 Daniel Boone
7:00 Bewitched
7.30 Eddie's Father
8.00 Smith Family
8- 30 Shirley MacLain•
9,00 Man And The City
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Wild Wild West
11:30 Dick Cavett
1.00 Nightcap New.
THURSDAY
OCT. 91
600 Daniel Boone
7:00 Alias Smith & Jonas
8:00 Longstreet
9.00 Owen Marshall
10:00 Eyewitness News
10,30 Wild Wild West
11:30 Dick Cavett
1.00 Nightcap News
FRIDAY
OCT. VA
6 00 Daniel Boone
7'00 Brady Bunch
7:30 Partridge Family
8:00 BOOM 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Lore American Style
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Wild Wild West
11:30 Dick Cavett
1:00 Nightcap News
SATURDAY
OCT. 23
7 -00 Jerry Lewis
7:30 Roadrunner
800 Funky Phantom
830 Jackson Five
9.00 Three Stooges
9.30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity Slop
11:00 Little Rascals
11:30 Wrestling
12:30 Ga. Tech. and Tulane
1,00 Wide World of Sports
5:30 Talent Party
6:30 Dialogue
7:00 Bobby Sherman
730 Moyle Of The Weekend
9,00 Persuaders
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Roller Derby
11 :30 Fantastic Features

9:00 Workshop for Teachers
930 Memphis City Schools
TUESDAY
OCT. It
2:45 Ripples
3:30 The Religions Of Man
3:30 Memphis City Sihools
4.00 What's New
4:30 Sesame Street
5:30 Misterogers' Neighbor
6.00 The Big Picture
6114 Channel 10 Travels
7,00 Masquerade
7.30 The Advocates
8:30 Black Journal
9:00 Southern Perspective
WEDNESDAY
OCT. 50
2'45 Ripples
3'00 Eight Steps Toward
Excellence
3:30 Memphis City Schools
4:00 What's New
4'30 Sesame Street
5.30 Misterogers' Neighbor
6,00 The Turned On Crisis
6'30 Channel 10 Travels
7:00 The French Chef
7:30 This Week
800 The Oirat American
Dream
8:30 Soul!

THURSDAY
OCT. M
3.00 All Aboard
3.30 Workshop for Teachers
4,00 What's New
4,30 Sesame Street
0:30 Misterogers' Neighbor
6:00 Navy Film Of The
Week
6 30 Channel 10 Travels
7:00 Thirty Minutes With
7.30 Wash. In Review
8:00 Hollywood TV Theater
9:00 World Press
9:45 David Littlejohn:
FRIDAY
OCT. TO
2:45 Ripples
3:00 All Aboard
3:30 Memphis City Schools
4 00 What's New
4.30 Sesame Street
0:30 Misterogers' Neigbor
6:00 To Be Announced
6:30 Channel 10 Travels
7 00 Toy That Grew Up
8 00 Insight
P30 Project 10
8.55 Brief
,
9.00 Performance
9.30 USA: The Novel

Ray seeks trial
JACKSON, Tenn. - An

CASH OR CREDIT

MONDAY
OCT. 18
6 30 To Tell 'rhe Truth
7 00 Ounsmoke
8:00 Here's Lacy
830 Doris Day Elh.w
9:00 My Three Sons
9,30 Arnie
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Westhet
12 ,00 Sign Off
TUESDAY
OCT. 111
6.30 Glen Campbell Show
7:30 Hawaii Five-0
830 Cannon
9.30 Monte Nash
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 NOW, And Weather
12:05 Sign off

12:00

Devon:3.a
New.
Cartoon Time
Cap'. Bill
Jack LaLanne
Galloping Gourmet
Dial 3 Movie
Naves
Bewitched
Password
Val Graham
Make Deal
Newlywed G•me
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Life
Love American Style
Timmie & Lamle
Dick Van Dyke
Eyewitness News
ABC News

900

makes driving to work
almost fun

THE JACK PARNELL SHOW, 6-9 AM

6 55 TV Chapel
7 00 Dr. Dolittle
730 Woody Woodpecker
8.00 Deputy Dawg
8.30 Pink Panther
9. 00 Barrier Reef
9 30 Take A Step
10'30 The Bugaloos
11 00 Mr. Wizard
11 - 30 Talent Showcase
12'00 Larry Kane
12- 30 Swing Shift
1.00 Time Tunnel
2.00 Movie
3 30 Alfred Hitchcock
400 Rhodes Show
4'30 Wilburn Bros
3:00 Porter Wagoner Show
5.30 Nashville Music
6:00 News
6.30 Primus
7.00 Partners
7 - 30 The Good Life
8 00 Saturdsy Night Moyle
10 - 00 On The Scene News
10:30 TV-5 Movie
12,30 News And Weather
12 35 TV Chapel

EVENING

6:30
6:55
7:00
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:00
10,55
11.00
11,30

rum vom nomn

18 and over unless accompanied by
par ent
PRIM PAARSOMP OAKS

DIAL

MAROC
EMOBBOM HMO
MOM MOW=
FRIE rrnrqn

"LAND RAIDERS"
Raiders
Shaft

AM STATIONS
KSUD
KWAM
WDIA
WHBQ
WHER (ABC)
WLOK
WMC (NBC)
WMPS
WMQM
WREC (CBS)
WTNN
FM STATIONS
KLYX
WCBC
WHBQ
WMC

nnn nnon onnr
min MUM)
HOUR=

• MET ROCOLOR wr....411111

iN

FRIDAY
OCT. 12

On Your
Radio Dial

nsiv DAISY

Phone 392-1512

littilt***tiv:M4 31itittottes

THURSDAY
OCT. 211
6 30 David Frost
7.00 Flip Wilson
8:00 Nichols
9.00 Dean Martin
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
Weather
12:00 News And
12:05 TV Chanel

Eastern Michigan, which
barely squeaked by Idaho
Stat e. 23-22. improved a
notch to fifth place and
Western Kentucky jumped
from 13th to 10th after
whipping East Tennessee
State 26-7.

WRECKER SERVICE
5035 Highway 61 South

1340 KHz
On Your Dial

WEDNESDAY
OCT. to
6 30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam-12
7.311 Mystery' Movie
10:30 The Tonight Show
Weather
12,00 News And
12.05 TV Chapel

Kentucky.
Grambling retained its No.
3 ranking after defeating
Prairie View 30-7 for victory
No. 4, but Delaware moved
into fourth place after knocking off majar college Villanour 23-15 for its third
straight win.

Let us rebuild or exchange .t.
Reasonable flat rate prices. In.
dudes parts and ,abor. No Old'
den
charges Guaranteed 1 5
years in Business.

And Knows Everything

6'00 NBC Nightly Neva
6 30 Ironside
7 30 All-Star Circus
8.30 The Fnnny Side
9 'JO Doctor In House
10.00 On-the-Scene New.
10 30 The Tonight Show
Weather
12,00 News And
12 05 TV Chapel

Grambling holds
3rd spot rating

ed up 21 first place votes
from the 31 of 35 coaches
participating to widen their
lead of just one po int I ast
week to 26 this week o ve r
idle Arkansas State. The
Indians had eight first place
votes while t he remaining
two No. 1 nods we n t to
Weber State and Western

24 Hours ADay

TUESDAY
OCT. 19

WHBQ-TV
CHANNEL 13

WREC-TV
CHANNEL 3
6.15 Bummer Semester
4.45 Above Clouds
7:00 Oood Morning
7:50 News
8:15 Capt. Kangaroo
9 GO Lucy
9:90 Beverly Hillbillies
10:00 Family Affair
10:30 Love Of Life
11:00 Where The Heart In
11:34) Search For
Tomorrow
12:00 News
12:30 World Turns
1,00 Love Is . .
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge Of Night
3:00 0.211.r Pyle
3:30 Early Movie
5:00 News
5,30 Walter Cronklte
SUNDAY
OCT. 17
7 30 What 13 Your Faith
And Jerry
Tom
8:00
8:30 Groovy Goolles
9:00 Day Of Discovery
9:30 Look Up And Live
10:00 Camera Three
10:30 Face The Nation
11,00 Bill Battle Show
13:00 St. Louis vs Wash.
2:30 Minnesota vs. Green
Bay
5,00 Sixty Minutes
COO Juvenile Jury
6,30 Sunday Night Movie
8:30 Cade's County
930 Stand Up And Cheer
10:00 Ten O'clock New,
1015 CBS News
10:30 Late Movie
12:15 Miss State Play Backs
12:45 With This Ring
1:00 News And Weather
1:05 Sign Off

NO FINANCE CHARGE

Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
Paint jobs - cash or on time.
All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy payments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
I.
2.
3.
4.

COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.

JEFFCOAT MOTORS
197 Vance Ave. Downtown

PH. 526-0373

Appeals Court has taken under advisement the contention of attorneys for James
Earl Ray that the confessed
slayer of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. "is entitled to his
day in court."
Atty. Robert Livingston of
Memph:s made the statement here in a 15-minute
hearing before a three-judge
panel of the Tennessee Court
of Criminal Annealsby
Livingston, assisted
of
Finsterwald
Bernard
Washington asked the court

to either grant Ray a new
trial or hold an evidentiary
hearing. A ruling is not expected for several months.
Ray contends that be was
pressured into pleading guil-

ty by famed Defense A It y-Percy Foreman, the counsel
on whose advice Ray waived his right to trial.
Finsterwald told the court
that Ray now serving a 99year prison term at Tennessee's
security
maximum
Brushy Mountain Prison, has
two letters from Foreman in
which the attorney offered
to reduce his fee to "a mere
$165,000." The condition for
the reduced fee, according
to Fnsterwald, was "If you
(Ray) do nothing embarraSsing in court."
'"I'he famed civil rights
leader and Nobel Peace
Prize winner was cut down
by rifle fire at a motel in
nearby Memphis on April 4,
1960. The 41 .vear-old R as

on the advice of Foreman,
enter&I a guilty plea to the
murder on March 10, 1969.
"That man (Ray) never
had a Dearing," Livingston
told Judges Mark Walker,
William S. Russell and
Char es S. O'Br.an.
"The public deserves an
explanat.cn of the murder
of Dr. King," Livingston
said. "James Earl 'Ray
wants the public to have'that
explanation."
Shelby County Asst, 4tty.
Gen, Robert H Robert,. argued against a new trig for
the assassin.
"There has got to be a ft.
a -hese !hlwc slomefoul
time, and this case has
r.ache, a., 13,1111." R tbLois
told the Court,
55
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DAVID ACEY

Students take
new positions

VS

More than 50 students from
Freed-Hardernan College
Henderson, Tenn. will serve
as teachers aides and social
work aides according to Dr.
Leonard Johnson, sponsor of
the local chapter of the Student National Education As.
sociation.
SNEA, an affiliate of the
National Education Association, has as its purpose nurturing interests in the teaching profession.
"We provide a real lifereal learning situation for
aspiring teachers," Dr. Johnson said. These students who
voluntarily give several hours
weekly, gain invaluable experience as they assist with
the actual grade they desire
to teach.
Steve Walker of Martin,
president of F-FIC's organization pointed out that for the
first time this year, SNEA
students who are intere,ted
in doing social work will be
able to do so.
"Several students will be
working with Western State
Psychiatric Hospital and with
the office of Economic Op.

portunity
in Henderson,"
Steve said.
Freed-Hardeman students
take an active role in the
classroom, both in teaching
lessons and in individaalizef
instruction.
''We feel our students are
a tremendous boon to our
local teachers." Dr. Johnson
said, adding that several
calls requesting aides had
already been received this
year.
Dr. B. J. Naylor, chairman
of the department of oducalion and psychology, feel the teacher aide program .
a proving ground for und(
cided students.
''If we can assist studen1
in making their profession.,
decisions early in their col
lege careers, we've don,
them a servise," Dr. Nayl,s
said.
Assisting Steve with the.
F-4-1C group this fall "are'
Richard Calloway of Fayett,,
Ala., vice president; Car...
Hamilton of Trenton, see.retary: nth Kathy Masterson
of Florence, Ala., treasurer.
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MSU's Acey closes communication gap'
Many psychologists, sociologists and economists
agree that the basis of many
of the problems facing our
country today is c ommunication bet w een various
groups. Some exp ests
feel that the in ost serious
communication b rea kdown
is between ethnic, racial and
religious groups.
In an effect to oversome
some o f these communication barrier,. the Speech
and Drama Dept., of Memphis Slate University has
placed into its curriculum a
course in -interracial communications."
The course is taught by
David Acey and Bob Fin-

ney. These two young men
have dedicated their careers
to teaching students the art
of communication.
Dav'd enrolled at Memphis State University as a
freshman and became involved in the black students'
attempts to the heard. During that period he served as
president of the Black Students Association and is
sincere in his attempts to
further understanding between the raoes. lie is also
involved in trying to get
more black courses offered
on campus, such as the
Black Rehetoric clasa he is
currently teaching.
Bob received his BA in

speech and art from Marietta College in Ohio, his MA
in psychology and speech
and his PhD in communication theory and research
from Ohio State University.
He was an instructor at all
black Shaw University in
N.C. for three
Raleigh
years, and a t 36, dislikes
being labeled a "white liberal."

think we really accomplishsomething
in other
ed
semesters when the course
had been offered."
"Actually t he c atalog
say
description does nt
black and while communication. It says interracial communication," Bob stated.
big problem is communica-

The purpose of the course
is to teach seven black
students and six white students to so in iii un icats
with each other.
"It's a big assignment."
said David who has assisted
in the class before. "But I

WIN-II objector gets
29 years in asylum
A 35-year-old black man
who refused to fight in World
War II was confined to a
Philadelphia mental asylum
and forgotten for 29 years,
according to an article in
Ebony magazine.
George' Elder, a 35-yearold conscientious objector in
1942 who said he wouldn't
fight because it was "Roosevelt's war" was put in the
Philadelphia State Hospital
by a Federal judge.
Ebony said that the hospital, once known as "one of
the worst hell-holes in Anossi
ca," literally swallowed Elder up and became his permanent home.
One psychiatrist at Ow
hospital conceded to author
Sandy Grady, reporting in
the current (Oct.) issue of

the magazine. "George Elder
was ahead of his time. Today he'd be on TV carrying
an anti-war placard. But 30
years ago he was different
— so they said he was insane."
However. author Grady
notes, in the same month
that Elder was ordered to
the asylum. Hollywood actor Lew Ayres was sent to a
C. 0. work camp on the
West Coast. "George Elder
had no relatives, friends or
money for lawyers."
"They made a mistake."
Elde: said without bitterness.
"But it's too fate now. 'I'm
too old to leave. I'm going to
die right here."
Elder said that "I thought
I was too old for .the draft at
35. Anyway, I wasn't going

WANTED!

WANTED!

HELP WANTED
NEWSBOYS
AGENTS

to the Army. I was a pacifist. . who hated guns and
And I didn't want
wars
to fight for a country that
treated Indians and black
men like America."
Elder, who is part-Negro..
part-Cherokee Indian, told
the Federal judge that the
U.S. owed him $346 for his
Indian rights. When he had
finished talking, he was sent
to Byberry and, 'They put
me to work in the bean.
fields. My relatives were all
dead or scattered. Nobody
could help ine. I knew they
made a mistake, but my
traveling days were over."

other. -But there was tom
mumeation" Bob, •stated.
David's goals for the
COUPPC are to "asquaint studentrr ng out in society
barmunication
with
riers. I also want to exposn
'sic..
to juish
-slier
they're going it di
what
-1
.1

tions between blacks and
whites, t hat's what we're
dealing with. But I certainly don't want to exclude other races and their
communications problem,.
"The course is set up as a
rap course and for the fist
few class meetings, it was
strictly rapping to ,•ai

I

One nice advantage of a
Lovin'Phone Call is you don'tl,ai
have to lick the stamp.•-•

7:astaia

Dialing a long distance Lovin' Phone Call direcrig taster
and easier than writing a letter— plus there's no bittei aftertaste.
First dial"1:' then the area code (if different from your own),
then the number.
And remember,rates begin to go down at 5 p.m.on
weekdays. Check the front pages of your phone book for details,
and weekend bargain rates. So why not address yourself to a
Lovin' Phone Call tonight? What else
that costs so little puts you
in touch so fast?

.2;1
•

@South CPrvirql Bell

Diagnosed as a paranoid
schizophrenic, Elder was put
into the asylum "with epileptics and wild people who
screamed at you and wanted
to fight you.- At the time of
his incarceration, a psychiatric nowt about Elder could
find little evidence that he
was a menace to scciety or to
hint-self.
Drive Carl Carson out of town

To sell the Memphis Tri-State Defender
Wanted now!

ONE-WAY
MOVING VANS

Call 526-8397
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Memphians in service

Blindness is Stevie's insight
Stevie Wonder, who is
currently in California recording several albums for
Motown Records. may have
been born physically blind
21 years ago in Saginaw,
, Mich., but he's managed
"Paz fill his life with more
Yntlsical and artistic vision
than most of his sighted counlarparts.
of
perfect example
•A
atevie's triple threat prolilike talent is seen in his
'Palest album, "Where I'm
From." Not only
id Stevie and his wife,
yretta Wright, compose all
10e songs on the album,
"Stevie also plays all t h e
-me-

id

IN
SO&
IP:

instruments, sings all t h e
background parts, arranged
and produced the album
which contains the hit single,
"If You Really Love Me."
An impressive feat for
anyone, especially for one
supposedly "handicapped"
by lack of sight. But Stevie
is quick to point out that
one
hand caps are what
makes them.
"People have so many
distorted ideas about blind
people and their supposedly
'limited' range of activities,- says Stevie, "Many
people a e r iously believe
that my daily schedule, for
example, consists of listen-

LEARN TO DRIVE

.
...• If You Have Any Trouble Whit Si ever
is.•
a

4,
,,..•
sal
MA

4

In Getting Omer Licenst

Call
Tennessee Driving School

AVIAN'S

LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 178 BEALE STREIT JA 6-5300

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
.
- Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
-

493 S. Main St.

BANK REPOi
U WORK U RIDE
S4133
'66 Galak,e 500 H.T.
5280
'65 Monza
$580
'66 Falriane Cony
3880
'68 Galakie 500 Auto
$1980
'69 Chevelle 396
$1880
'69 Charger
'68 Ford XL snare .... $1480
'68 Eldorado
Save
'69 Riv•era
•• Sa.e

JIM MCDONALD
MOTOR CO

Isee Some."

have something I
and
doesn't
music
ing to my
someone else has. That's a
just sitting around or sleepdrag and it isn't going to
ing when no one is leading
change the situation. I just
me around by the hand
makes you less of a hunian
"Man, if they only knew
being."
how aware and concerned
and involved in life blind
Stevie observes that in
people are. In many in- some ways blind people
stances. more so than their
have an advantage, especialsighted brothers. To my way ...1y when it conies to evaluatof thinking there are many
ing people.
ways of being handicapped
"I find that I depend a lot
and they certainly aren't
on vibrations," he says. "A
all physical. One can be inblind person is able to check
tellectually handicapped, and
a person's mind out very
the really biggest handicap
clo..ely and can study others
I see around me every day
with an intimacy they're
is in people who lack a sense
not aware of.. I can look
of communication."
right through them: through
well
is
point
Stevie's
the fronts they throw up. the
taken, however, one still
clothes they may try to imobvious
wonders about t he
press sighted people with,
a
during
obstacles incurred
the synthetic physical exinternaan
normal day of
pressions. all the things
entertainer
fatuous
tionally
which are thrown up as sight
who happens to be blind: air
conscious or su bliminal
travel, logistics of hotel livflack by sighted people for
ing and a myriad of other
the benefit of other sighted
things s.'ght,d take for grant•
people.
ed.
"I've found that I can
"Now. I'm not going to
even, in many cases, detersay flat out that it's easy
mine a person's birth sign
means," admits
by any
by listening to hi.s voice.
Stevie. "But there is a deCertainly, after listening to
finite pattern to getting on
them and observing them for
and off planes, checking into
of
length
a
reasonable
and out of hotels, etc.
time, I can construct a more
there are very definite rouaccurate picture of them
tines which are followed by
than they realize.
all people, sighted or blind.
"In this sense." Stevie
"And if you never thought
continues, "A blind person
most hoteLs are pretty much
advantage. He's
has an
the same when it comes to
far more attentive, he liscontent and layout, just
tens closer to things — intostart checking them out and
nations of the voice, inyou'll see it's true. they're
flections, emotions, pitch
all basically alike, as far
— with far more scrutiny.
as plans are concerned, I
With his sight gone, the
feel absolutely no embarassother senses become exment at all about holding
elbow
ceptionally keen."
on lightly to someone's
and walking a little to the
By c I i nical definition.
can
I
them.
of
right and rear
Stevie Wonder is blind. But
almost
crowds
through
get
in terms of sociological and
as quickly as anyone else
artistic vision, most sighted
that way.••
people could learn to "see'
To say the least. Stevie has
many things more clearly
no inhibitions or complexes
by taking note of what he
about his blindness. And
says and lives.
neither does he harbor any
bitterness against any person or diets. because of it.
"A bitter attitude is a to-.
tally unrealistic one," he
says. "and anyone who reLADIES
sorts to that obviously lacks
the mentality to cope with his Earn $300 mo or more part-time!
s
i
H
your
own
Set
working hgis Decide
problem.
particular
f••r yourself how much you will earn.
making his disability an,No experience necessary. We'll train
you to demonstrate our beauty prodobstacle. I think that when ucla
ck406.
foc litio
is
matte
a person exhibits bitterness.
exclusivelyJulia
Louisiana 71120
Shreveport.
that:
effect
in
saying
he is
he STEREO combination with 8 track
because
angry
he's
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pick
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Morse. 725.0709
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TV
RENTALS
Black — White
Color Portables
Free Deiivery Free Pick Up
No Credit Needed

BRINK'S
TV RENTALS
327-5428

nce upon a boot...
Wsemems

Someone there is
who loves a boot.
Particularly our English
import in super soft,
richly antiqued leather.
Well above the ankle,
it has the all-important
side zipper
action.
quick
for
The toe is today's, the
heel is higher than
yesterday's.
The price is a magical
$21.95

SATUI

.11:•1.:

LIAM,-;

DAVID BRODIE

COLLINS
HUOHEW TO FIGHT
POISONING
LEAD
Two Federal agencies —
The Department of Housing
and Urban Development end
Health, Education and Welfare are jointly attacking the
problem of lead-based paint
poisoning in the home — a
hidden but potent killer and
mental crippler of children.
HUD has allocated $500.000
of research funds to the National Bureau of Standards,
in the Department of Com-!
merce as a first step
carrying out the researchi
phase of the program. HEW
will offer financial help tol
develop lo,al programs to,
the
causes of
eliminate
lead-poisoning and also to detect its incidence at the local level.
• • •

ce twee Home near A rPOrt. 3 bedrooms, lie baths,
den, central air and many
extras. My equity, 11.250.
Balance on loan, 0,700 with
415 pct. Interest. Notes 94.50

WM. REDFORD
U. S. Air Force Sergeant
Witham M. Redford, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ross F.
Haupt. 4008 Overton Crossing, Memphis, is on duty at
ll-Tapao Airfield. Thailand
Sergeant Redford, a
a
security policeman, is
mein.ber of the Pacific Air
Forces, lie previously served
at Ellington APB, Tex.
The sergeant is a 1966
graduate of Trezevant High
S.hool. His wife, Linda, is
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Byrum 1605
First St., Rt. 6, Springfield,
Tenn.
LLOYD POTTER
Airman Lloyd E. Potter,
son of Joseph II. Potter Sr.
of 2302 Sparks. Memphis,
Tenn., has graduated at
Sheppard AFB, Tex.. from
•the U. S. Air Force coinspecialist
m u ni cation
course.
The airman, who learned
teletypewriter
operate
to
equipment used in the world
wide Air Force communications system, is being
AR,
assigned to Ram.stein
Germany. for duty with a
Fcc-ce
unit of the U. S. Air
in Europe.
Airman Potter, a 1969
graduate of Memphis Technical High School, attended
Memphis Technical Institute.
DAVID BODDIE
Airman David E. Boddie,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
L. Boddie Sr., 5137 Ford
Road, Memphis, has comat
basic training
pleted
Lackland AFB, Tex. He has
been assigned to Chanute
AFB, Ill., for training as a
specialist.
protection
fire
Airman Boddie is a 1971
graduate of Geeter High
School.
RONALD CHILDRESS
Navy Airman Apprentice
Ronald L. Childress, son
of Mrs. Billie Childress of
1254 Florida St.. Memphis,
has graduated from recruit
training at the Naval Training Center, Orlando, Fla.
He is a 1971 graduate of
Carver High, Memphis.
HENRY BULLARD
Navy Airman Apprentice
Henry T. Bullard, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Bullard
of 1377 EUiston. Memphis,
Tenn., has graduated from
recruit training at the Naval
Training Center. Orlando,
Fla.
LARRY RUSSELL
Navy Airman Apprentice
Larry Russell, of 951 N.
Seventh St.. Memphis. Tenn.,
bas graduated from recruit
training at the Naval Training Center, Orlando. Fla.
He is a 1969 graduate of
Manassas High School, Memphis.
JESSIE WILLIAMS
!man Jesse L. Williams,
sem of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Williama of 12 B Chickasaw
Court, Blytheville, Ark., has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He
has bee- assigned to Shepl'13, Tex., for trainpard
ing as a dental specialist.
Airmar Williams is a 1970
gradua e oz Harrison High
School

SYLVESTER HOBBS
Navy Petty Officer Second
Class Sylvester A. Hobbs,
son of Mr. and Mrs. • Fred
A. Hobbs of 2088 Farrington
St., Memphis, Tenn., is now
participat'ng in Operation
UNITAS XII with Patrol
Squadron 17.
multiUNITAS XII, a
nation training operation, is
being conducted off the
coasts of South America in
the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. The navies of Columbia, Peru, Chili, Argentina, Paraguay. Uruguay,
Brazil and Venezuela are
included in the various
phases of the exercises.
Conceived in 1959 by
Admiral Arleigh . Bu r k e,
UNITAS excercises had been
primarily anti -submarine
warefare oriented, but in
recent years have included
surface
warfare,
anti-air
gunnery, Co m munications,
connaval
seamanship and
trol of shipping.
He attended LeMoyne College, Memphis.
LARRY WHITE
Lance Corporal
Marine
Larry J. White, son of Mrs.
Carlene White of 445 A Alabama, Memphis. Tenn., has
reported for duty with the
Eighth Motor Transport Battalion at the Marine Corps
Base. Camp Lejeune, N.C.
DAVID ALLEN
Lance Corporal
Marine
David J. Allen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Lewis
of 951 Neptune St.. and husband of the forme: Miss
Marquelyn Jackson of 1658
Carnegie St., all of Memphis
Tenn.. has reported for
duty with the Eighth Motor
Transport Battalion at the
Marine Corps Base. Camp
Lejeune, N. C.
JEROME GAMBLE
Marine Pvt. Jerome L.
Gamble, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl H. Gamble Jr. of 3660
N. Lloyd Circle, and husband o f the former Miss
Linda K. Ballard of 3447
Given Ave., all of Memphis,
Tenn., is attending the 22
week Aviation Electrician
School at the Naval Air
Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, N. C.
JAMES ROCKE1°F
Corporal
Marine Lance

James E. Rockett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Rockett of 1614 Pope St ,
Memphis. Tenn., has reported to the Marine Coeps
Base at Camp Lejeune.
N. C., for duty with the Second Marine Davision.
He is a 1989 graduate ,o4
Douglass High School, Memphis, Tenn.
ADAM SCOTT
Marine Lance Corporal
Adam C. Scott, son of-S1r
and Mrs. Robert L. Scott of
1796 Edmondson Ave., Memphis, Tenn., has reported to
the Marine Corps Base at
Camp Lejeune, N. C., far
duty with the Second
Marine Division.
VICKI COLLINS
Airman Vicki L. Collins,
son of A. B. Collins of 909 E.
Memphis, has
Dempster.
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He is
remaining at Lacklaad for
training as a security policeman. Airman Collins is
a 1971 graduate of Southside
High School.
TOMMY PONDS
A. F. Staff Sergeant
Tommy D. Ponds, son of
Mrs. R. C. McMullen, 1209
Dovecrest Road, Memphis,
is on duty at Nakhon
Phanom Royal Thai AFR.
Thailand.
Sergeant Ponds, an intelligence specialist, is assigned to a (mit of the Pacific
Air Force, headquarters for
air opeations in Southeast
Asia, the Far East and the
Pacific area. He previously
served at Bergstrom AFB,
Tex.
The sergeant is a 1955
graduate of L. C. Hume High
School. His father, Charles
Ponds Jr., resides on at. 1,
Olive Beameh, Miss.
JOHN PAYNE
Air Force Airman First
Class John C. Payne of 2059
Rile St., Memphis, Tenn .
is on duty at Nakhon Phinom Royal Thia AFB, Thailand.
Airman Payne, a security
policeman, is assigned to a
unit of the Pacific Air
Forces. Before his arrival
in Thailand, he served at
Minot AFB, N. D.
The airman is a 1970 graduate of Carver High School.

N.C. firm promotes
black executive
HIGH POINT, N. C. —
B & C Associates. Inc., a
public relations, advertising
and marketing research firm
dealing primarily with the
intricacies of the "B lack
Market" has announced the
promotion of James C. Warren to the position of assistant to the president of the
firm.
Warren formerly served as
manager of the company's
Washington, D. C. office
where he coordinated t h e
company's activities in and
around the nation's capitol
and the Northeast.
The company. directed by
President James E. Mack
from its High Point, North

Carolina headquarters, offers counseling and consulting services to many nationally known companies
and organizations resulting
in positive action programs
that benefit both the affected companies and the minority community.
Warren, in his new role,
will assist Mack in carrying
out these functions. The
firm, founded in 1960, was
formerly headed by Robert
J. Brown, now Special Assistant to President Nixon.
Warren began his career
with the firm as a researcher moving from there to account executive and subsequently branch manager.
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FOR ANY TYPE
OF BUSINESS
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Also available in princely
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Congress cites Jackson Five
The Jackson 5, one of the
first black singing groups in
the history of show business
to have t heir own. weekly
network
television
series
(ABC) "The Jack so n 5
Show" on Saturdays. were
cited simultaneously by the
House of Representatives and
the United States Senate
cently.
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The five brothers; Jack:,:
Tito, Jermaine, Marlon in
Michael, whose ages range
from 12 to 20 were honored'
by Congresoman Raymond!
Madden in the House of Rep-.
reSentatives and Senator-,
Birch Bayh and
V a ii
Hartke of Indiana. The congressional honors accorded
to the Jack.son 5, were to:
their recent ABC Television
Special, "Chin' Back to Indiana," a salute to t h
home State.
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In his remarks to the SI:BSenator Birch Bayh
stated: "The Jackson 5 have
captured the imagination of
today's youngsters, especially black youth, as no mu .1:
al group since the Beetle,fl
1964. The Jackson 5. youngest and most succesaful singing group in the history of,
Motown Record Corporation,
have become a symbol 0 f
pride among black youth
who can readily identify and
relate to them."
ate,

Swings a big one...
Roberto Clemente, Pittsburgh Pirates' superstar who recently became a !Miler Automotive refinishes jobber in Puerto Rico,
receives a replica of his bat made of polyes•

ter plastic from Robinson F. Barker, board
chairman of PPG Industries, and Kathleen
Moran, Miss Torch of the United Fund.

Local TB assn. warns
smokers of licorice
LICORICE ADDICTS
Ex-smokers switch to all
lands of substitutes. Like licorice drops. It sounds hanmless enough. But sometimes
it isn't.
According to a recent report. one man was rushed to
the Bryn Mawr Hospital in
Pennsylvania as an emergency patient. He had most
of the signs of a heart attack, :but diagnostic tests
showed no attack had in fact
occurred. How ever, the
heart muscle was behaving
badly. The mans' body
chemistry waz• too alkaline,
and the potassium in his
blood was at a critically low
level. There
also
were
syrnptons of kidney' failure.
After 24 hours of tests, the
patient ha:ppene8 to mention
that he had quit cigarettes
three months earlier and now
ate licorice drops instead.
Surprised by the serious interest of the examining physicians, he said he had been
eating about a quarter of a
pound every day for months.
As, a result of this cast.'
the word is being spread
through the medical world
to watch out for licorice addiction among ex-smokers.
Licorice
deple*s
t he
amount of potassium in the:
blood that is necessary to,
keep the heart pumping.
j
Once the diagnosi.: of "lie-,
mice intoxication" was confirmed, it took 33 days in
the hospital to restore the
normal level of potassium in
the man's blood. But at the
end of t hat time, all his
symptom, were gone:
Too much of any one substitute for cigarette smoking
can have ominous repercussions. Rut quitting smoking
accompanied
by
sensible
substitutes. is an essential
step toward health.
IMPLANTING MEDICINE
Taking medication is a
daily-routine for millions of
people. Soon some of these
medications may be implanted internally.
Today some TB patients
must swallow as many as

30 pals a day to treat active
disease. Some diabetics take
insulin daily. People with allergies get weekly shots before each pollen season.
Now eese archers are
developing devices that can
be implanted in the body to
release
chemicals at
a
steady rate over long periods. An ingenious, implantable pump about the size of
a hockey puck has been
developed by Perry J. Blackshear, a pre-med student at
the University of Minnesota,
who worked on the project
with
the department of
mechanical engineering and
surgery. The pump, which
is made of light stainless
steel, releases medication
through .,pecial tubes directly into the blood vessel or
organ. Tested successfully
on dogs but not yet on humans, the device, research-

ers predict, will be useful to
adminiater potent anticancer
drugs and insulin.
At the Alza Corporation in
Palo Alto, California, researchers have already
tested on numans a plastic
wafer the size of a teardrop
that is placed inside the lower eyelid of glaucoma patients to release medication.
Tomorrow the medication
for many diseases, including
TB. may be implanted directly in the body. But tomorrow may be far off. In
the meantime. TB patients
can help treat active disease
and even prevent an outbreak of the disease by taking pills. To find out more
about TB and how to treat it
today, check with your tuberculosis and respiratory
disease
association. They
have the fads.
(Tenn. T. B. .Assn.)
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Earlier this year. Mayor
Richard Gordon Hatche.- of
Gary, Indiana. honored the
Jackson 5 for their effer•
and contributions :n the hi:
ing programs of today's Inner-City youth.
As Congressman Raymond
Madden stated: 'The Jackson 5 are not show business
children — although VTILISc
has surrounded them a II
their lives. They a re just
like kids that everyone in
this body (House of Representatives) has come across
at one time or another —
young people who declare
with love and humility that
American cannot—give up
hope on youth.

L

RECOROS

"And they are special
Indiana — a State that
been celebrated for generations as playing an impor-'
tant role in America's cultural picture. The Jackson
5 are as Hoosier as Notre
Dame, Purdue and the In
dianapolis 500."

BIG STUFF Jean Knight

Emersor, Lake & Palmer

•MASTER OF REALITY
Black Sobba.h

•SOUND MAGAZINE
The Partridge Family

•THE SILVER TONGUED DEVIL AND I Kris Kristoffersori

TSTARTS

MALCO
DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS

AT 2-4-6-8-10

526-3052

AMERICA
AFRICA
to
Where It All Came From
Bonds Tightly Tied - Musical Fire - Sound To Sound - Soul To Soul
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World champ
Coon hunt
World's
The
Champion
Wild Coon Hunt will pit 374
of North America's top coon
dogs at Jackson Oct. 11
through Is.
Milton Little. Master of
the Hounds, said that this
year's World Champion Wild,
Goon Hunt is the third timel
the event has been staged in
Jackson, the first being in
1954 and 1986.
Little said that aU coun
ties in West Tennessee would
be hunted during the five
day
trials.
championship
"Since 4 dogs will be cast
together it will be necessary to have at least WO
prime coon habitats in the
Jackson area to hunt in. Fortunately, West Tennessee
can provide these areas. This
is one reason Jackson has
been successful in having
the event return for the
ttaird time."
Activities for the event
will begin at 12:00 noon
October 11 at the West Ten.
nessee State
Fairgrounds
where Mayor Bob Conger
will welcome the nationwide
dogs aod hunters. Drawing
for casts, or who will hunt
with who, will be held at
2 pin, with the casts assembled and read - to leave
by 4 p.m.

•TARKUS -

oolco
10it'
price

II ()oleo
price

Hundreds to choose from! Greatest names
in rock, pop, country, instrumentals. Come
early ... pick out your favorites and save!

ADULTS $2.00

• Rascals•Bee Gees•Iron Butterfly
• Association• John Moyall•Wilson
Pickett * Plus'many many more!

CHILD $1 001°"
2

vinyl coated
tape case

L SOUL

•Holds up to 24 tapes
•Block 'alligator' design
•Washable e Scuff proof
•Sturdy metol edge construc-

Ar•

ii

ALL AGES ADMITTED

s Sorters
e
Sanders
nick Album amiable on Monk %cords

Wooko
low pm*

tion. Great buy!

WITUTION •MIMATA FUCA.US MACAW a EDDIE MARAS
1011.SONFICKETT • IKE &TINA TIMMER SANTANA •-NE STAPLE SINGERS• VOICES Of EAST MMUS•DMUS CNN •AMA AMMO• MASI 1111111111ER5
A Josef Shane eees•eee"SOIJI
Cinerama Releasing
Richard Bock •ea Tom
Pfeil.. Edward Monk w,d
!iional
A NOM Aura ProduchOn coomust.on with the Ghana Arts Cowell .t
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EASTGATE

SOUTHGATE

5100 Park Ave.

1133 So. Third

GATEWAY
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Southern eyes Grambling mark

64,14
Coohery
by Ethel Moor*
If you're • hostess who loves to entertain guests
with
Interesting, international specialties, you can have
sive" Chinese party for pennies. Combine goad an "expencooking and
mealtime pleasure that are the traditions of Chinese
families
in this outstanding, low-cost specialty—Tuna Chinese
Pancakes. The superb tuna-vegetable fiBing—made in
minutes—
is enhanced with mushrooms and water chestnuts,
and
the
production of putting filling and pancakes together is one you
can do right at the table, as they do in fine restaurants.
The
pancakes should be eaten right out of hand, but the uninitiated
may resort to a fork. If tinie is too short to make the
pancakes,
you can serve the tuna tilling as a separate entree over
fluffy
cooked or fried rice.

ROY JONES — 6-3, 27(1-pound junior from Memphis, Tenn.
is a Southern University junior defensive tackle, and a
two-year starter for Coach Al Tabor's Jaguars. He is having his best season this time around. Janes. a native of
)lemphis, Tenn. has made 14 unassisted tackles in three
games and has dropped wposing quarterbacks twice f 0 r
losses.

James Warren
wins top post
TUNA CHINESE PANCAKES
3 cans
or 7 ounces each) tuna in vegetable oil
1 cup chopped onion .
cup diagonally sliced celery
J. package to uncest frozen chopped spinach,
thawed and well drained
1 can (6 ounces -heed mushrooms, drained
I can (5 ounce, water chestnuts, drained and sliced
14 cup cornstarch
3 cups cold chicken broth
2 tablespoons soy sauce
tablespoon prepared mustard
'g teaspoon salt
12 2" scallion pieces
Drain 2 tablespoons oil from tuna into large skillet: heat.
Add onion and eelery. and cook tintil tender. Add tuna, spinach,
mushrooms and water chestnuts: cogs 2 minutes. Blend cornstarch with about
cup chicken broth and stir into tuna.
vegetable mixture with remaining chicken broth. Add soy
sauce, mustard and salt. Cook, stirring constantly,over medium
heat until mixture thickens and comes to a boil. Divide mixture
among 12 thin pancakes', place pieces of scallion in center,
fold up bottom edge: bring over sides, slide into onion ring or
secure with food pick. Or serve mixture over hot cooked rice.
IIELD: 12 pancake rolls: 6 servings,

•
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'Pancakes
eggs
1 Nip water
tea,ncion salt
1 cup dour
Salad oil.

'Rent together eggs and water in small bow!. Add fr rid
Milt and beat until smooth. Brush a .7- or 8-inch skg1, •
thin film of salad oil: heat. Add 3 tablespoons batii,, ;ii•
tt cover bottom of skillet. Cook until lightly browro,i:
ghok other side. Repeat with remaining hatter. hr
with additional oil as necessary. Stark paneake
clf waxed paper: keep warm until ready to ser,.
YIELD: 12 servings.

HIGH POINT. N. C
H&C As.oviates. Inc.. a polo
lie relations, advertising and
marketing
firm
research
dealing primarily with the
intri.cacies of the "Black
Market" has announced the
promotion of James C. Warren to the position of a;gistant to the president of the
firm.
Warren formerly served as
manager of the company's
Washington, D. C. office
where he coordinated the
company's activities in and
around the nation's capital
and the Northeast.
The company. directed by
President James E. Mack
from its High Point, North
Carolina headquarters, offers counseling and consulting services to many nationally known companies
and organizations resulting
in positive action programs
that benefit both the affected companies and the minarity community. Warren, an
hi., nett role, will assist
Mack in carrying out these
functions. The firni, founded in 1960, was formerly
headed by Robert J. Wown,
now Special Assistant to
President Nixon.
Warren began his career
with the firm as a researcher moving from there to

gi unt executive and subsequently branch manager.
Warren. a native of Burlington. N. C., attended the
public schools of WinstonSalem and graduated from
Wake F o rest Universi
majoring in communications.
He belongs to the Public Relations Sotiety of America
and the National Association
of Marketing Developers and
actively .apports the tyrograms of the Urban League.
and
United
Negro
Cc:liege Scholarship Fund

Southern University (La.)
rank, second among the nation's predominantly black
colleges in the number of g
football players sent to the
professional ranks, a recent
survey of the National Football League common draft g
over the past live ye a r s ,
shows.
Southern, with 14 active Itie•'-*
players as of Sept. 14, 1971,
trails only Grambling College, with 21, in active play ens from black colleges. Fol.'
lowing the twe Louisiana
schools are, in order, Jackson
State College with 12, Tennessee State University with
12, Alcorn A&M with ten,
Texas Southern University
wity nine, Florida .a&M
Uirversity with eight, Maryland State College with eight.
Prairie View College with
eight and
Morgan State
College with seven.
ki the overall list of colleges with the highest number of NFL draftees, Grambling ranks fourth. Tennessee
State is fifth. Southern is
tied fa- sixteenth and Texas
Southern is tied for nineteenth.
Grain-Wing has had 34 players drafted over the past five
years, including first-round
choices Frank Lewis and
Richard HaNis this year
Tennessee State has had 31
players drafted, including
four first-round picks. Southern ha.. had 23 players pick.
eh. including
first-round
choice Isiah Robeatson this
year.
Texas Southern has hail
22 players drafted over the
five-year period, including
first-round pick Ken Burroughs.
The University of Southern
California leads the list of
total and first-round draftees.
The Trojans have sent 43
players to the pro ranks since
1967, including eleven first
round draftees, and the Uni• versity of Hougton, which has
sent 35 players to the pros. Ethel Davis, Marscell Edwards and Leonora
Elmo Wright has been Hous- Smith capture some of the most popular
ton's lone first-round draft
young fashion looks they favor for the fall
pick within the past five season from the current fashion collection at
years.
F. W. Woolworth. Ethel chooses knit and
teams a striped knit skirt with matching
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Fall fashion affair...

Learning lab
adult classes
The Memphis City Board
of Education offers day and
night classes for adults who
want to up-grade their education o r work toward the
high school diploma. The
classes are at the Community Learning Laboratory.
370 So. Orleans, a nd you
may regist cc
Monday
through Thursday, 12:15 to
2:45. or Tuesday and Thursday nights, 6:30 - 9:00. The-e
are no fees and t extbooks
are furnished. If you are interested in furthering your
education, come by and register, or call 3234311. Exit.
378, for more information.
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Over 30 Years Experience

%est. Marscell favors navy plaid slacks and
long tunic top. With it she wears a navy
blue long-sleeve crewneek shirt and navy
fI oppy hat. I.eoncra likes suede and her
choice is a multi•color abstract design for
dress and matching pants.

Wilkins hails court
blasting segregation
The decision of United
States District Judge Stephen .1. Roth strikina down de
facto segregation in the public schools of Detroit was
hailed by Roy Wilkins, executive director of the National Association for the Advancement Of Colored People. as "a significant breakthrough in the struggle to
eliminate northe rn-style
Jim Crow education."
Judge Roth's ruling, Wilkins said. "not only finds
the Detroit Board of Education culpable in the segregated pattern of school attendance: it also pins final
responsibility upon the
State of Michigan, sin. e
states are obligated to provide educational equality to
their residents. Added to a
long list of judicial opinion.
the Roth decision virtually
cuts any remaining ground
from under school boards

EXPERT IN REMODELING

Mead tha
is
not remedy segregation since
they were not the author; oi
The NAACP leader cited
Judge Roth's opinion: "Under the Constitution of the
United State's and the Con.
stitution and laws of the
State of Michigan. the reprovidgi'4
apons,ibility
for
educational opportunity to
all children on constitutional
terms is ultimately that of
the State. . . State officials,
including all of the defendants, are charged under the
Mit.higan Constitution with
the duty of providing pc•
pits with an education without discrimination with respect to race."
Acroritng to Judge Roth:
Governmental action a n d
inaction at all levels -Federal, state and local —
has combined with those of
private organizations, such
as lending institutions, real

NO JOB TQQ SMALL OR TOO LARGE
THIS IS ALL IT TAKES
FOR FAR LESS MONEY!

WHY PAY THE HIGH COST
OF A NEW HOME?
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THE
CITY OF MEMPHIS

'BEFORE

'ILLUENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

AFTER

CHARLES R. HOALBEDEeouliSTRUCTION CO.,INC.
1960 WABASH, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38114
FREE ESTIMATE
GENERAL MANAGER
WARREN BUOBY

278-20661

SA

NIGHTS

Dial

275-9053

ADDITIONS - MASONERY - BRICK WORK- ROOFING.FLOORING -GARAGES - CARPORTS- RECREATION ROOMS - ATTIC ENCLOSURES
PORCH ENCLOSURES-PLASTERING - PAINTING - PANELING -ALUMINUM SIDING - PATIOS- DRIVEWAYS- WALKWAYS - ETC

Has an opening for:
FIRST CLASS STEAM AND REFRIGERATION
ENGINEER: This position requires o high
school graduation, license as a First Class
Stearn and Refrigeration Engineer; five
Yeere
experience in operation and maintenance of
steam generating plant and air conditioning
and refrigeration equipment; ability to estimate requirements in Steam Engineering
area and the ability to work with people.
If you meet these requirements and are
interested in this position, please send a resume( which must include salary requirements tot

Mr. Hugh M. Rice
Administrator, Manpower
125 North Main
Memphis, Tennessee 33103
We ore an equal opportunity employer.

- o • I .1 :,on and
brokeraae tirin,. to establish
and maintain the pattern of
segregation throughout the Detroit
ructrepilitan area. ."
Further, ". . proof that a
pattern of racially segregat.
ed schools has existed for a
considerable period of time
amounts to a showing of
racial Jassifi.ation by the
state. . . ."
Further, "The Board's
building upon housing segreation violate; the Fourfeen
th Amendment."
"The case, brought 1)
Negro parents and joined by
tha NAACP.; Detroit Branch,
exemplifies what can be
done if adequate financial
resources are brought to
bear upon the factual and
legal research and upon the
legal analysis needed to demvalidity of
strate the
the complaint." Wilkins said.

Rev. Dill
rebuilds
his church
FAYETT E. Alabama —
Even though many of the
former members of McConnell Chapel AME Zion Church
have gone to other parts of
the county, seeking better
opportunities, the Rev. William T. Dill, who took over
the pastorate three years
ago, found an opportunity to
broaden the operations of the
church and has done just
that.
Siiice jein.ng he has built
a new edifice, with modern
convenience, and put in
equipment and furnishings.
He has remodeled the parand
sonage
added
two
rooms. The parsonag, now
has a newly-installed plumbing system.
He terms the addition of
many new members as the
crowning feature of his endeavors The officers and
members feel that he was
sent to Fayette for ouch a
time as this. They boast of
the fact that he furnished
the kind of leadership that
enabled them to finance all
of the work with ease and cooperation.
"
Church building, and renovating are not new to Rev.
Dill. He was able to pay off
a mortgage of E1200 no at
Rising
Star
AME
Zion
Church, Birmingham, prior
to coming here.
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Player of the week...
Billy Gist of Carver High, accepts his 'Player of the Week'
trophy from Bill Adkins, of radio station WLOK. (ist, a
defensive end for the Cobras, helped his team to a 34-6
romp over Douglass last week.

UT students go Greyhound
Greyhound buses began
daily service between University of Tennessee and
Chattanooga Oct. 8.
According to Greyhound,
the bus line will provide service Friday afternoons from
the college. Friday departure
from the campus is set for
3!30 pm, arriving in Knoxville 3:40 p.m., Chattanooga
6:C5 p. m.
Sunday return service to
U. of Tenn, will leave Chattanooga 4 pm, arriving on
campus 6:15 p. m. A 9 pm,
Chattanooga departure arInVeS at the school 11:15 pm.

Students with tickets for
other destinations served by
Greyhound may ride Friday's
3:30 p m. bus to Knoxville
Greyhound terminal to make
connections.
Call Greyhound's on-campus agent at 573-1264 or 9743361 for further information.
Or call Greyhound's Knoxville terminal at 522-5141.
For the convenience of U.
of Tenn. students, Greyhound's college expresses
will pick up and discharge
students at the Stadium
Drive entrance of the
school's student center.

Student Notice
lacks and
a nay)
and navy
and her
esign for

As part of the policy of the Tri-State Defender in communicating with all segments of t h e community, including
youth — the following column shall be reserved in each
issue solely f o r use by high school and college reporters.
All Memphis high schools and colleges are invited to send
news to: 'Fri-State Defender School News, P. 0. Box 2665,
Memphis, Tenn. 38102, by Wednesday of each week. A II
news by reporters must be type written (doubled -spaced)
a n d approved by that particular school authority. News
should include all facets of prep and campus "going-on,"
including sports and schedules of future games. All reporters are requested to include on a separate sheet of paper
their name and phone number wehre they may be contacted
if needed.
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SAVE MORE WITH OUR EVERYDAY

Catholic
Chargers
limelight
Listen! ! ! Soul folk, and you shall hear, about a cool smooth
column that will bring you cheer.
Hi! Toni Johnson and Kim Kilmore are our names
Sock.ng soul news from CATHOLIC is our game. All around
our den is quict and cool and keeping your tab on everything
is our rule. Today we are wondering about what kind of world
we are living in. Questions that we're seeking solutions to are:
Will the war cease? Why not give peace a chance? What about
the future? The Generation Gap? Where does the answer
Maybe, the solution is to become involved with problems of
society and stop ta-king the attitude of not caring about what
happens. Another solution is to let Love, Peace and Understanding take it's place. We say to you, Can you dig it world..
HAPPENINGS:
The happenings around our slhool, aren't so sad, bera,,
we've got soul and we're Super Bad. This season, the Spoti,ii
Beam shines on our mighty and powerful football team, and
of course the tackled, backers and the mighty quaterbacker
fought the fight to keep our score's uptight. So we say to you;
Jerry Bates, David Warren, Eldridge Watkins, Ronnie Edwards, Dave Martell° and Michael Wesley, -Keep On Pushing"
and "Move Up a Little Higher" because we know you •alt ,
have that Super Soul Power, so may success follow you until
the end! !
On September 28th, the Seniors held a groovy presentation,
better known as the Freshman initiation. The event was held
at Overton Park. When you go to school, know the rules and
can play your cool, you are "Definitely Together". Yes,,wo're
talking about our Bold-Big-Boss and BAD Seniors who are op
tight, alright and out of sight. For they have the fe‘,.?
they're hot and they can't be stopped! While taking a stroll
thru their minds, we find some of those guys "n" gals who
are talking their talk and looking forward to walkMe that walk
such as: Wilhemina Fogleman, Lee Allen, Cheryl Flowers,
Melvin Daniels, Cherill Taylor, Judy Claxton, David Warren,
Larry Bailey, Evelyn Graham, Edward McClore, Ronnie Edwards, Clyde Wherry, Cherye Moore, Margaret Lewis, Rayna
Crawford. Karl Turner, Jonathan Ivy, Linda Graham, Willie
Lewis, Reuben Mosley, Ozell Wray, John Bullock, Johnny Curtis, Othella Swayer, Barbara Wooten, Avis Walton. Joyce Edenton, Karla Watkins, Ambric Bridgeforth, Victor Mitchell, Melvin Purdy, Dwight Woods, Marvin Sims, Tony Thompson,
Philip Boone, Cheryl Getter, Jan Crawford and Toni Johnson.
The Juniors are better known as the "Happening Gang"
because they are dynamitically and definitely doing their own
thing. Yeah, they are Black, Beautiful and surely enough'
groovy. To mention a few of these melting pots are: Deborah
Lewis, Jerry Bates, Faye Cain, Irby Fogeleman. Lonnie Cooke,
Debra Collins, Constance Clark, Deborah Reeves, Ralph
Stegall, Alison Thompson, Mildred Riley, Debra Kaufman.
Tina Crawford, Pat iCinkle and Kenneth Northeross.
Some of our Soulful Sophisticated Sophs that can be
doing their own thang on the' Catholic Charger Friendship
Train are: Valerie McKinney, Jeffrey Peters, Kim Gilmore,
Yolita Robinson, Sam Peyton, Barry Petty, Sherrye Reeves,
Lonette Riley, Gerald Greene, Linda Mosley, Ruby Barri s,
Ronnie Redmond, Janice Hoog, Rhonda Wright, Daylene Bradburn, Sandra Taylor, Reginald De-Walt, Charlton Johnson,
Joseph Smith, Donna Ezell, Angela Fletcher, Thrais Matthews, Beverly Clari, Jerry Booker, Mark Williams, Verlon
Williamson, Clarice Nelson, Ronald Reed, Eric Watkins, Jackie
Brownlee, Rickey Stewart,

PRICES
SHOP WHERE EVERYDAYt
IS DISCOUNT-DAY!

YOU "SAVE TWICE":..WITH TOP VALUE STAMPS!
rsy`:

FEATURE

U.S. CHOICE TLeoUERAY

MIXED PARTS

CHUCK ROAST
CENTER CUT

LB.

FRYING CHICKEN
OUR FAMILY PAK CONTAINS
3 BREAST QUARTERS, 3 LEG QUARTERS
3 WINGS, 2 GIBLETS

58c

LB.27
FRESH
FRESH PICNIC STYLE

BAKING

PORK ROAST

HENS

4 to 6-LB. AVG.
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CHICKEN, BEEF, TURKEY,
MACARONI & CHEESE
TUNA

If Bud® is your favorite beer...

The Board',
ousing segre
the Fourteen

20-0Z. BOX

19

312-0Z

CANS

I

NEW CROP

2•11.4
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MISSISSIPPI

why not
make it your
regular beer?

FLORIDA

SWEET POTATOES

1.B.

Don't you deserve it? After all..
In brewing Bud, our choice is
to go all the way. We hope beer
matters enough to you that you
too will go all the way.

10

GRAPEFRUIT

69

5-LB. BAG
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EXTRA Top
Value Stssrrsps with

WASHED

RED

this coupon and SLOO perchme,
All the tune.

exclud ng tobacco products and fresh or
frozen milk products and in addition to
any other coupon requirement. Good thru
Tues.
imit one.

POTATOES

IIIPPIIIMPANWP/1/1 WNW.. '
WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!
ANNE5SER-111USCII, INC • ST. LOUIS

titStitstainttittintaitittitale,

DanUS

PEPSI, SEVEN-UP &
DR. PEPPER 3 6 PKS 41.11
we

with this coupon at Kroger stores. Good
IS,,.TuIPS., Oct. 19. Limit one, Sublisct to
applicable state and local laces.
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Sports
Horizon

JOEL FURNITURE 00.
3339 Jackson Ave.

STOCK REDUCTION SALE

By BILL LITTLE
PROS OPEN SEASON
For more than a month the Memphis Pros have
been in preparation to pull the curtain on their 1971-72
American Basketball Association season. Several
storm warnings later the Pros will start their second
season in Memphis after moving here from New Orleans. The Floridians and the Virginia Squires are
booked for Thursday and Saturday of this week. The
Pros will tip off at 7:30 p.m. on week nights and 7
p.m. on Sundays this season.
CHAMPS SIGN JONES
When Jimmy Jones became a holdout the very
worst the Pros expected was for the All-ABA guard to
play out his option this campaign. It appeared that
Jones was about to end his holdout when the Pros
management learned that the ex-Grambling star had
signed a contract with the Utah Stars. defending ABA
champions. The action naturally produced vibrations
which registered x.ery high on seismographs in the
offices of the Pros and league president Jack Dolph.
A complaint was filed by Pros general manager
Charles Cavanagro and Dolph promised to investigate the matter and make a ruling when all the facts
had been gathered. Jones, aided by his agent, con
tends that he became a free agent when the Pros
-failed to notify him in time that the club was pickin:'
up his option. Instead the Pros were eight days latc
removing the restriction that would have force dJones
to play the remainder of the year with the Pros with
a cut in salary. Utah general manager Vince Boryla
removing the restriction that would have forced Joncanother team took advantage of the loop hole in negotiations with the Pros.
Now the Pros will be forced to play rookie Johnn
Neumann in an attempt to fill the vacancies at guard
left by the departure of starters Jimmy and Steve
Jones. Steve played out his option last season and
signed with Dallas. The Jones boys led the Pros in
scoring with Jimmy's 19.6 average second to Steve.
CELTICS RALLY LATE
The ABA in general has fared extremely well in
exhibitions with the more established National Basketball Association and the Pros won the first half
with the fabled Boston Celtics last week before 5.125
in the Mid-South Coliseum. Unfortunately for the Pros
they misjudged the finish line as Boston put on a
fourth quarter finishing burst to swamp the Pro s.
115-94.
According to the Celtics the ABA ball made the
difference for the Pros in the first half as they took
a halftime lead of 40-39 on a three pointer by Sweet
Charlie Williams. This was the home debut of Neumann who is billed as the rich rookie in the Pros'
yearbook. Neumann got the first basket of the game
and led all scorers with 24. Neumann was understandably nervous at the outset as he made several
floor mistakes, and when the Pros grabbed a 50-42
lead in the third quarter the youngster was benched
as he rushed several shots which helped to dissipate
the Pros' lead.
In the dressing room Neumann praised the Celtics
"Any other team would have cracked when we got
hot in the third quarter.- Celtics coach Tom Heinsohn
said the Pros lacked cohesion but Neumann was going
to be great. "I'm going to have to start playing like
a pro so Bobby (Warren) and Charlie (Williams) won't
have to feel they have to make up for my mistakes."
Neumann added.
Most of the Pros recognized that Boston's experience was the dominant factor in the game. "They don't
let you get the backdoor pass easily and Havlicek
stays on the move," is how Wilbert Jones analyzed
the victors. Jones and Gerald Govan shared 35 rebounds, topping Rookie of the Year Dave Cowens
who had 15 for Boston. Jo Jo White led the Celtics
with 21 with Cowens and Havlicek dropping in 19 -and
17 respectively.
The Pros have not won since beating Pittsburgh
in their opening exhibition but coach Babe McCarthy
feels the Pros have learned much from these defeats
and should be ready for this week's opener. Fans will
have the opportunity to see Charley Scott with a year
of experience behind him. The Virginia sharpshooter
has already scored 52 points in a single game this
year.
LOUISVILLE EDGES MSU
"We are just snakebit," cried coach Billy "Spook
Murphy following the second defeat in as many games
with the Louisville Cardinals. The Memphis State
mentor also pointed out that his team played Santa
Claus again with gift points set up by Tigers costly
mistakes. And to add insult to the "Beat Louisville
Day" the smallest player on the Cardinals' roster led
the visitors to the 26-20 conquest.
Howard Stevens, a 5-5 165 junior from Harrisonburg, Va., carried the ball on 30 rushes for 175 yards.
His total output, which included three pass receptions
for 48 yards and 16 yards on a kickoff runback. came
to 239 halt earned yards. Stevens' 61 yard gallop
for a TD We in the fourth quarter clinched the game
for the ciCds. When Stevens heard in the dressing
room that he had been called on 30 times he was.
amazed. The previous week Stevens carried only 14
times against Drake. "I'll take the 175 yards but it
will take the Whirlpool to get the scores out," the
scatback said with a wide grin. He praised Memphis
State as having the finest hitting team that Louisville has faced. The Cards are now 2-1-1 while Memphis State, who plays Utah State Saturday in Logan,
will be looking for victory number two after three consecutive losses.
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Now Is The Time To Buy . . . Our Warehouses Are Loaded With
Quality Furniture at Quantity Prices!
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